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Cognitive Dissonance on the 
U.S. Supreme Court

Paul M. Collins Jr.1

Abstract

This research examines the applicability of cognitive dissonance theory to explain a judge’s decision to author or join 
a separate opinion. The author proposes that, when a judge casts a counterattitudinal vote, that judge will endeavor 
to reduce the aversive consequences of being viewed as an inconsistent decision maker by justifying his or her 
attitudinally incongruent vote choice to the public in a separate opinion. The author tests this possibility by examining 
U.S. Supreme Court justices’ decisions to author or join concurring and dissenting opinions during the 1946 to 2001 
terms. The empirical results provide qualified support for the use of separate opinions as dissonance reduction 
mechanisms, suggesting that dissonance theory both is applicable to the actions of elite decision makers and enjoys 
validity outside of a laboratory setting.
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The application of psychological theories to legal deci-
sion making has a long history in the social scientific study 
of judicial politics and behavior. This vein of research saw 
its genesis in the legal realist movement of the early 
twentieth century. In response to formalistic and mechan-
ical views of how judges rendered their decisions, the 
legal realists turned to theories and methodologies devel-
oped in the social sciences, and social psychology in 
particular, to explain legal decision making (e.g., Burtt 
1931; Frank 1930/1963; Schubert 1965). In large part, the 
incorporation of psychological concepts has proved a 
success. For example, cognitive and motivational com-
ponents inform the attitudinal model of judicial decision 
making (e.g., Rohde and Spaeth 1976; Segal and Spaeth 
2002). Likewise, the concept of motivated reasoning has 
been profitably applied to explain legal decision making 
(Braman and Nelson 2007), and social cognition and 
motivational theories more generally have been shown to 
offer substantial leverage over the determinants of judi-
cial behavior in a variety of contexts (e.g., Aliotta 1988; 
Rowland and Carp 1996). Despite the explanatory power 
proffered by psychological theories, in more recent years 
there has been somewhat limited attention devoted to the 
psychology of judicial choice as scholars have focused a 
great deal of research on strategic (e.g., Brenner and 
Whitmeyer 2009; Epstein and Knight 1998; Hammond, 
Bonneau, and Sheehan 2005; Helmke 2002; Hettinger, 
Lindquist, and Martinek 2006; Maltzman, Spriggs, and 

Wahlbeck 2000; Murphy 1964; Rohde 1972), as opposed 
to (nonstrategic) psychological, characterizations of judi-
cial decision making (but see, e.g., Baum 1997, 2006; 
Braman 2006; Simon 1998; Wrightsman 1999, 2006). The 
purpose of this research is to add to our understanding of 
the psychology of judging by exploring the application of 
cognitive dissonance theory to explain authorship of sepa-
rate opinions on the U.S. Supreme Court.

At its core, cognitive dissonance describes the state of 
psychological discomfort that arises when an individual 
behaves in a manner that is inconsistent with that individual’s 
beliefs or prior actions (Festinger 1957). More specifically, 
cognitive dissonance occurs when, for example, an indi-
vidual holds an opinion “X” but then states that he or she 
believes “not X” (Festinger and Carlsmith 1959, 203). 
When the individual behaves in such an inconsistent 
manner, dissonance is said to ensue. To alleviate this dis-
sonance, the individual will employ dissonance reduction 
mechanisms in an attempt to reduce the psychological dis-
comfort that resulted from the discrepant behavior (e.g., 
Festinger 1957; Stone et al. 1997). Since the publication 
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of Festinger’s (1957) seminal introduction to cognitive 
dissonance, thousands of articles in disciplines as diverse 
as anthropology, economics, history, philosophy, psy-
chology, and sociology have explored the applicability of 
the theory to a wide range of situations (E. Aronson 1992), 
and dissonance has been identified as “the most impor-
tant development in social psychology to date” (Jones 
1976, x). Despite its widespread acceptance as a power-
ful theory to account for decision making in a host of 
circumstances, its usage in political science has been rel-
atively sparse (but see, e.g., Beasley and Joslyn 2001; 
Jervis 1976; Whittaker 1964). And, with a few notable 
exceptions (e.g., Monacell 1977; Rathjen 1974), students 
of judicial politics have not attempted to empirically test 
the predictions derived from cognitive dissonance theory 
to explain judicial choice. This research seeks to remedy 
this state of affairs.

The application of cognitive dissonance to explain 
separate opinion authorship on the U.S. Supreme Court is 
significant for a number of reasons. First, the theory pro-
vides a novel perspective on the occurrence of separate 
opinions. This is noteworthy since separate opinions, while 
not having precedential value, nonetheless have profound 
implications for the polity. For example, separate opin-
ions are capable of foreshadowing doctrinal development 
in the courts (e.g., Hettinger, Lindquist, and Martinek 
2006; Scalia 1994) while allowing judges to engage in a 
democratic dialogue with the public (e.g., Bennett 2001). 
Moreover, the presence of separate opinions increases the 
likelihood that the majority opinion will be overruled 
(Spriggs and Hansford 2001), while at the same time they 
provide the opportunity for judges to engage in institutional 
disobedience (Campbell 1983). Furthermore, separate opin-
ions can weaken the institutional legitimacy of the Court 
by illustrating to the public the uncertainty of the law 
and suggesting that partisan cleavages, as opposed to 
the objective interpretation of the law, may best explain 
Supreme Court decision making (e.g., Wahlbeck, Spriggs, 
and Maltzman 1999). Second, because dissonance theory 
is rooted in both cognitive and motivational psychology, 
it has the promise to offer substantial insight into the 
mental mechanisms that motivate a justice to write or join 
a separate opinion. In this sense, it provides the opportu-
nity to investigate the judicial reasoning process in a more 
rigorous manner than the purely behavioral approaches 
that are most familiar to political scientists (also see 
Braman and Nelson 2007; Rowland and Carp 1996). In 
addition, investigating the application of cognitive disso-
nance theory to explain Supreme Court opinion authorship 
is significant since it provides for an auspicious opportu-
nity to take the theory outside of a laboratory setting and 
investigate its pertinence to the study of elite decision 
makers. This is a particularly important point given that 

the vast majority of analyses in the cognitive dissonance 
tradition utilize undergraduate students as participants in 
an experimental setting. By testing the theory with data 
compiled from the real-life actions of elite decision makers, 
much can be gained regarding the theory’s external valid-
ity (e.g., Holland, Meertens, and Van Vugt 2002). Thus, 
the current research holds the promise of informing both 
the political science and social psychology literatures.

Cognitive Dissonance on 
the Supreme Court
Festinger’s (1957) theory of dissonance is very much 
informed by both cognitive and motivational psychology. 
The cognitive component consists of the relationship 
between two (or more) actions or beliefs. The motiva-
tional component encompasses the drive to reduce the 
psychological tension that occurs following the discrep-
ant behavior (E. Aronson 1992). While it is clear that 
Festinger’s elegant theory of cognitive dissonance is one 
of the most significant single theories of human decision 
making, Cooper and Fazio (1984) argue that, because of 
its simplicity and general nature, Festinger’s original 
theory needs refining to account for circumstances under 
which cognitive dissonance is more or less likely to be 
aroused. To achieve this, they present a new look model 
of dissonance theory.

According to the new look model, the two key compo-
nents of cognitive dissonance theory involve aversive 
consequences and personal responsibility (Cooper and Fazio 
1984). For dissonance to manifest itself most strongly, the 
inconsistent behavior must lead to some aversive conse-
quence or the perception of an aversive consequence. 
Examples of aversive consequences are ubiquitous; they 
include being viewed as a liar, a hypocrite, or a flip-
flopper. Significantly, aversive consequences can manifest 
themselves either privately or publicly. For example, dis-
sonance might occur privately when an individual makes 
a statement to some audience that he or she internally 
does not believe; only the individual knows the statement 
is attitudinally inconsistent. Alternatively, dissonance 
arousal might occur publicly when an individual makes a 
public statement that runs counter to his or her previous 
public statements or actions; both the individual and the 
audience know that the statement is counterattitudinal.

The second key component of cognitive dissonance 
involves whether an individual believes that he or she is 
personally responsible for the counterattitudinal behav-
ior. Thus, the dissonance literature makes a distinction 
between induced behavior (e.g., Festinger 1957; Festinger 
and Carlsmith 1959) and free choice behavior (e.g., Cooper 
and Fazio 1984; Fleming and Rudman 1993). Induced 
behavior involves a discrepant action that the individual 
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was compelled to make, such as forcing an individual to 
write a counterattitudinal essay. Conversely, free choice 
refers to actions in which the individual was free to 
choose (or not to choose), such as informing an individ-
ual that the decision to write a counterattitudinal essay is 
entirely his or her own (Linder, Cooper, and Jones 1967). 
The important point of these distinctions is that disso-
nance should manifest itself most strongly when the 
individual has free choice to engage in counterattitudinal 
behavior (e.g., Cooper and Fazio 1984; Linder, Cooper, 
and Jones 1967).

In addition to freedom of choice, personal responsibil-
ity involves foreseeability. This refers to whether the 
individual is cognizant of the consequences of the coun-
terattitudinal behavior prior to making his or her decision 
to engage in that behavior. For example, if an individual 
writes a counterattitudinal essay and is told that the essay 
will not be publicly revealed when, in fact, the essay is 
publicly revealed, that individual was incapable of fore-
seeing the consequences of his or her behavior. Conversely, 
if an individual is informed that a counterattitudinal essay 
will be read by a public, that individual is capable of fore-
seeing the consequences of his or her actions as a result 
of having a priori information that the essay will be read 
by the public (Goethals, Cooper, and Naficy 1979). Dis-
sonance is most significantly aroused when an individual 
both has free choice to engage in counterattitudinal 
behavior and is knowledgeable of the consequences of 
that behavior (Cooper and Fazio 1984, 241).

With the new look perspective of cognitive dissonance 
outlined, the question remains, is dissonance theory 
applicable to the Supreme Court? Clearly, there are ample 
opportunities for justices to engage in counterattitudinal 
behavior. Despite the powerful explanatory capabilities 
of the attitudinal model, it is evident that attitudes do not 
explain every justice’s vote in every case. Rather, a grow-
ing body of scholarship has identified circumstances 
under which the justices rely more or less on their atti-
tudes in rendering their decisions (e.g., Braman 2006; Collins 
2008b; Edelman, Klein, and Lindquist 2008; Lindquist and 
Klein 2006; Richards and Kritzer 2002; Unah and Hancock 
2006). Furthermore, it is also apparent that myriad fac-
tors are capable of explaining judicial behavior outside of 
the vote on the merits, such as the decision to author con-
curring and dissenting opinions. In this sense, the 
attitudinal model is primarily an explanation of voting on 
the merits (Segal and Spaeth 2002, 96). For example, 
extant research indicates that, in addition to ideological 
considerations, a justice’s decision to author or join a 
separate opinion is motivated by strategic, institutional, 
and context-specific factors (e.g., Collins 2008a; Hettinger, 
Lindquist, and Martinek 2006; Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and 
Maltzman 1999).

The ability to perceive the possibility of aversive con-
sequences is likewise applicable to the Supreme Court. 
As a national policy-making institution, the Supreme 
Court is acutely under the scrutiny of the public, both 
elite and nonelite (e.g., Baum 2006). Should a justice 
behave in a disparate and inconsistent manner, the public 
has ample opportunities to observe this behavior because 
the justice’s votes and opinions are made public, while a 
justice has private information regarding the internal con-
sequences of the ideologically discrepant behavior (as do 
all individuals). In such a situation, the aversive conse-
quence is being viewed, both internally and externally, as 
an inconsistent decision maker. Indeed, Justice Ginsburg 
(1990, 140) recognized this fact in no uncertain terms in 
writing that “public accountability through the disclosure 
of votes and opinion authors puts the judge’s conscience 
and reputation on the line.” For example, should a justice 
habitually vote to support states’ rights in federalism 
cases and then cast a pro–federal power and anti–states’ 
rights vote, the public is made aware of this behavior 
through the opinion that accompanied the disposition of 
the case (revealing the justice’s vote) as well as through 
media coverage of the case. The justice is internally 
aware of the inconsistent behavior as a function of having 
veered from his or her past voting behavior.1 Justice Scalia 
(1994, 42) acknowledged the aversive consequences 
associated with being viewed as an inconsistent decision 
maker in rather strong terms in noting that a justice 
“cannot, without risk of public embarrassment, meander 
back and forth—today providing the fifth vote for a dispo-
sition that rests upon one theory of the law, and tomorrow 
providing the fifth vote for a disposition that presumes 
the opposite.”

The second component of cognitive dissonance, per-
sonal responsibility, is also applicable to the Supreme 
Court. First, it is clear that justices on the Supreme Court 
enjoy free choice. Life tenure insulates the justices from 
both political and electoral accountability, allowing them 
to render decisions however they may choose (Segal and 
Spaeth 2002). While there are normative expectations for 
Supreme Court justices, such as adherence to precedent, 
it is inappropriate to view such constraints as having the 
capability of inducing behavior since no enforcement 
mechanisms exist to punish justices for violating legal 
norms.2 Second, it is evident that the justices are capable 
of foreseeing the consequences of their decisions since 
their votes are made public through the publication of 
opinions. Moreover, the significant amount of media 
attention devoted to the Court’s decisions ensures that, even 
though a particular audience may not read the opinions that 
accompany each case, that audience can nonetheless be 
made aware of the Court’s decision through Internet, news-
paper, and television coverage of the Court’s actions (e.g., 
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Greenhouse 1996; Slotnick and Segal 1998). As Baum 
(2006, 33) notes, because justices on the Supreme Court 
care more about the manner in which the public holds 
them in esteem than does the average citizen, for the 
public to view the justices in as favorable a light as pos-
sible, the justices are motivated to present themselves as 
consistent decision makers (e.g., Collins 2008b).

Taken as a whole, cognitive dissonance theory is 
unmistakably applicable to the Supreme Court. More sig-
nificantly, the above discussion illustrates that dissonance 
might manifest itself particularly strongly on the Supreme 
Court. That is, since the justices potentially face aversive 
consequences for behaving in an inconsistent manner, 
which is enhanced by the fact that legal norms favor con-
sistent decision making (e.g., Collins 2008b; Scalia 1994), 
and because the justices enjoy free choice, coupled with 
the ability to foresee the consequences of their decisions, 
all of these factors combine to enhance the extent to 
which dissonance may be aroused. Having laid out the 
case for dissonance, I now turn to a discussion of the dis-
sonance reduction mechanisms available to Supreme 
Court justices.

Separate Opinions as Dissonance 
Reduction Mechanisms
I argue that Supreme Court justices will utilize separate 
opinion writing as a means to reduce the dissonance that 
accompanies the decision to engage in cognitively incon-
sistent behavior. This follows from the expectation that, 
because dissonance can be motivated by either private or 
public actions, the options available for dissonance reduc-
tion vary depending on whether the counterattitudinal 
behavior is public or private in nature (Baumeister 1982, 
4; Stone et al. 1997, 56). If the counterattitudinal behav-
ior is purely private (i.e., only the decision maker is aware 
that his or her behavior is discrepant), the individual is 
likely to employ internal mechanisms to reduce the disso-
nance, such as adjusting his or her beliefs to accommodate 
the disparate behavior or by focusing on positive aspects 
of his or her self-worth. However, when an individual 
engages in counterattitudinal behavior in a public setting, 
there are fewer dissonance reduction mechanisms avail-
able since the individual, to reduce the dissonance, has to 
confront an external audience that is aware of the coun-
terattitudinal behavior. Thus, in the public circumstance, 
the individual is likely to employ a dissonance reduction 
mechanism that focuses on externally addressing the 
inconsistent behavior (e.g., Baumeister 1982; Holland, 
Meertens, and Van Vugt 2002). Although opinion writing 
is not the sole mechanism available by which a justice 
can publicly reduce dissonance caused by counterattitu-
dinal behavior, it is the clearest option available. For 

example, while a justice might publicly reduce disso-
nance through public speaking, authoring law review articles, 
or giving newspaper or television interviews addressing 
the justice’s inconsistent behavior, these mechanisms are 
employed far less frequently by Supreme Court justices 
than are separate opinions (e.g., Greenhouse 1996). As 
such, the publication of separate opinions provides an 
institutionalized and authoritative form of dissonance 
reduction that is most familiar to both Supreme Court jus-
tices and the public.3

The expectation that Supreme Court justices will 
endeavor to reduce the dissonance that accompanies pub-
licly revealed, attitudinally incongruent behavior follows 
from the idea that justices, as human decision makers, are 
motivated to present a positive image of themselves to 
the public (e.g., Baum 2006). Should a justice engage in 
attitudinally inconsistent behavior, there is ample poten-
tial for the public to view that justice in a negative light, 
perceiving the justice as being unreliable or hypocritical. 
Because a justice’s votes are made public through the pub-
lication of opinions, this creates a substantial motivation to 
employ a dissonance reduction mechanism to avoid dam-
age to the justice’s reputation. This is in line with the 
notion that judges genuinely care about how the public 
holds them in esteem, not solely for instrumental reasons 
but because being viewed in a favorable light is a good in 
and of itself (Baum 2006, 4). The option of authoring a 
separate opinion, in which a justice can explain the rea-
sons for his or her discrepant behavior, provides the 
justice with a clear opportunity to justify himself or her-
self to the public to reduce the appearance of inconsistency. 
In other words, opinion writing constitutes the primary 
mechanism available to a justice to reconcile his or her 
counterattitudinal behavior, allowing the justice to pres-
ent himself or herself in a favorable spotlight, even in the 
face of a public manifestation of inconsistent behavior.4

Cognitive Dissonance, Aversive 
Consequences, and Judicial Strategy
Thus far, I have treated all counterattitudinal behavior as 
commensurate. For example, I have assumed that, when 
a liberal justice casts a conservative vote (the counterat-
titudinal behavior), he or she will be more likely to write 
a separate opinion to reduce the dissonance that accom-
panies this incongruent choice. However, it is important 
to note that not all votes are created equal. Rather, the 
impact of an attitudinally incongruent vote depends in 
large part on whether a justice is a member of the Court’s 
majority or minority. If we consider each case decided by 
the Supreme Court as setting a precedent (e.g., Spriggs 
and Hansford 2001), then it becomes clear that the deci-
sion to engage in counterattitudinal behavior has more 
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severe consequences for justices voting with the majority 
than for justices voting with the minority. The counterat-
titudinal behavior of a justice voting with the majority is 
doubly damaging. First, it runs counter to the justice’s pref-
erences, potentially creating the negative consequences of 
the justice being viewed as an inconsistent decision 
maker. Second, the decision to vote with the majority by 
casting a counterattitudinal vote puts the justice in a posi-
tion of publicly assisting in the establishment of a 
counterattitudinal precedent. Because the Court’s major-
ity opinions have precedential value, serving as constraints 
on the behavior of lower court judges and future Supreme 
Courts as well as guides to allow litigants to make effi-
cient litigation decisions, the justice becomes personally 
responsible, not only for his or her attitudinally incongru-
ent vote but also for the majority opinion that acts as 
precedent. In comparison, the counterattitudinal behavior 
of a justice voting with the minority is damaging only to 
his or her person. That is, when a justice votes with the 
minority by casting a counterattitudinal vote, that justice 
may be viewed as an inconsistent decision maker. How-
ever, the justice is not responsible for the establishment 
of a precedent. While there are clear consequences of 
voting with the minority, particularly as relating to writ-
ing dissenting opinions (e.g., Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and 
Maltzman 1999), a justice voting with the minority is in 
no way publicly or privately responsible for the prece-
dent established by the majority.

The above discussion suggests that a justice may be 
more or less likely to utilize a separate opinion as a dis-
sonance reduction mechanism depending on whether the 
justice is part of the Court’s majority or minority. This 
follows from the idea that the consequences of one’s 
counterattitudinal behavior can potentially motivate more 
or less dissonance; the higher the consequences, the more 
dissonance is aroused (e.g., E. Aronson 1976, 111; Burger 
1989; Festinger 1957, 263). For justices who vote with 
the majority, the aversive consequences of the counterat-
titudinal behavior are more significant as compared to 
justices who vote with the minority since justices in the 
majority assist in the establishment of a precedent. That 
is, the audience is potentially aware of both the justice’s 
counterattitudinal behavior and the justice’s decision to 
assist in the establishment of a precedent. However, it is 
important to note that there are strategic gains that can be 
achieved by casting a counterattitudinal vote for the pur-
poses of voting with the Court’s majority. Namely, by 
voting with the majority, a justice has the opportunity to 
bargain more fully over the content of the Court’s precedent-
setting opinion than do justices voting with the minority 
(Maltzman, Spriggs, and Wahlbeck 2000; Murphy 1964; 
Scalia 1994).5 Because this may provide a justice with the 
opportunity to bring the majority opinion more closely in 

accord with the justice’s preferences, as compared to 
voting with the minority (in which the justice has mini-
mal control over the content of the majority opinion), this 
intimates that the aversive consequences of being viewed 
as an inconsistent decision maker might be mitigated by 
the opportunity to shape the Court’s majority opinion. 
Thus, there are both psychological and strategic incen-
tives for authoring or joining separate opinions as they 
relate to counterattitudinal voting on the Supreme Court.

First, the utilization of separate opinions as dissonance 
reduction mechanisms should be particularly applicable 
to special concurring opinions, which provide a justice 
with the opportunity to vote with the majority while 
expressing some level of disagreement as to the majori-
ty’s reasoning for reaching its outcome. In so doing, a 
justice is able to justify counterattitudinal behavior while 
potentially weakening the precedential force of the major-
ity opinions since the special concurring opinion may 
turn the majority opinion into a plurality opinion (Thur-
mon 1992). Through this, the justice is able to employ a 
distancing behavior (e.g., Fleming and Rudman 1993) by 
communicating that his or her attitudinally incongruent 
vote is in some way divergent from that of the majority 
opinion. In addition, because special concurring opinions 
highlight flaws in the majority’s logic, these opinions 
increase the extent to which lower courts will negatively 
interpret the precedent (Corley 2006), providing a jus-
tice with the opportunity to illustrate to lower court 
judges avenues for avoiding complying with the prece-
dent. As such, there are both strategic and psychological 
incentives to engage in special opinion authorship when 
casting an attitudinally incongruent vote. Accordingly,

Hypothesis 1: When a justice casts a counteratti-
tudinal vote, that justice will be more likely to 
author or join a special concurring opinion, as 
compared to joining the majority.6

Second, a justice might utilize a regular concurring 
opinion as a dissonance reduction mechanism. Regular 
concurring opinions agree with the judgment in the case 
but also either expand or somewhat qualify the majority’s 
reasoning for its judgment. Although regular concurring 
opinions do not necessarily weaken the strength of the 
majority’s precedent, they nonetheless provide a justice 
voting with the majority the opportunity to justify discrepant 
voting behavior. While there is a motivation to regularly 
concur, because these opinions reflect a more substantial 
level of agreement with the content of the majority 
opinion than do special concurring opinions, it is expected 
that regular concurring opinions will be employed as 
dissonance reduction mechanisms less frequently than 
special concurring opinions. Therefore,
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Hypothesis 2: When a justice casts a counterat-
titudinal vote, that justice will be more likely 
to author or join a regular concurring opinion, 
as compared to joining the majority. However, 
regular concurring opinions will be utilized less 
frequently than special concurring opinions as 
dissonance reduction mechanisms.

Finally, the use of separate opinions as dissonance 
reduction mechanisms should be least applicable to 
dissenting opinions, which reflect fundamental disagreement 
with both the outcome of the case and the reasoning used 
by the majority to justify that outcome. First, because 
voting with the minority does not contribute to the 
establishment of a precedent, there are fewer incentives 
for the justice to engage in separate opinion writing. 
When voting with the minority, a justice’s only motivation 
for writing a dissenting opinion is to justify his or her 
inconsistent voting behavior since the justice is not 
accountable for the precedent set in the majority opinion. 
Second, there is limited value in writing a dissenting 
opinion to justify a counterattitudinal vote since, in so 
doing, a justice can potentially undermine the strength of 
the majority opinion—which is consistent with the 
justice’s ideology—by illustrating flaws in the majority’s 
logic. This can give way to legislative or administrative 
action that reverses or limits the practical application of 
the precedent (e.g., Murphy 1964, 60-61) and confounds 
the interpretation of the precedent for lower court judges 
(e.g., Corley 2006). Furthermore, because justices in the 
minority have minimal input into the content of the majority 
opinion (Maltzman, Spriggs, and Wahlbeck 2000, 71; 
Scalia 1994, 41), the incentive to dissent when casting an 
attitudinally incongruent vote is much less than the 
motivation to join the majority, in which case the justice 
has ample opportunity to attempt to shape the doctrinal 
content of the majority opinion. Thus, from a strategic 
standpoint, the desire to contribute to, and bargain over, 
the content of the majority opinion more fully might 
provide the motivation for casting a counterattitudinal 
vote. Finally, because dissenting opinions lack precedential 
value, this fact might provide a disincentive to write a 
dissenting opinion since doing so can more thoroughly 
draw the public’s attention to the justice’s inconsistent 
behavior.7 In this sense, even in face of an attitudinally 
inconsistent vote, a justice has an incentive to disidentify 
himself or herself from the discrepant behavior by 
avoiding drawing public scrutiny to his or her vote choice 
(e.g., J. Aronson, Cohen, and Nail 1999, 142). Thus,

Hypothesis 3: When a justice casts a counterattitu-
dinal vote, that justice will be less likely to au-
thor or join a dissenting opinion, as compared to 
joining the majority.

Data and Method

To subject the dissonance hypotheses to empirical test-
ing, I utilize data on U.S. Supreme Court separate opinion 
authorship during the 1946 to 2001 terms, derived from 
the Spaeth (2002, 2003) databases. The unit of analysis is 
the justice vote, and the data include information on the 
voting behavior of all justices, excluding the majority 
opinion author.8 The dependent variable represents the 
seven choices available to justices in the data (join the 
majority, author a special concurring opinion, join a special 
concurring opinion, author a regular concurring opinion, 
join a regular concurring opinion, author a dissenting 
opinion, or join a dissenting opinion). Because these are 
unordered choices, I employ a multinomial logit model 
(e.g., Hettinger, Lindquist, and Martinek 2006; Maltzman, 
Spriggs, and Wahlbeck 2000; Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and 
Maltzman 1999). Since I use joining the majority as the 
baseline, the parameter estimates indicate the probability 
change from joining the majority to (1) authoring a spe-
cial concurring opinion, (2) joining a special concurring 
opinion, (3) authoring a regular concurring opinion, (4) 
joining a regular concurring opinion, (5) authoring a dis-
senting opinion, or (6) joining a dissenting opinion. Thus, 
the empirical results will offer leverage over whether the 
cognitive dissonance hypotheses are more or less applica-
ble to authoring, as opposed to joining, separate opinions, 
as discussed in note 6. To account for the nonindepen-
dence of observations in the data, in that there is an average 
of eight observations per case, I employ robust standard 
errors, clustered on case citation. To control for any tem-
poral dependence in the data, I include a dummy variable 
for each term in the data, save one.

The independent variable of primary interest is 
intended to capture whether a justice cast a counterattitu-
dinal vote, thus potentially arousing dissonance. As with 
dissonance research in general, this requires a proxy for a 
justice’s ideological orientation, offering the ability to 
measure whether a particular vote was consistent or 
inconsistent with the justice’s attitudes. To measure a jus-
tice’s ideology, I utilize the Martin and Quinn (2002) 
scores. These scores are based on dynamic ideal point 
estimates of the justices, taken from the justices’ actual 
voting behavior, and range from –6.33 to +4.31, with 
higher scores reflecting more conservative ideologies. As 
such, these scores offer two primary benefits. First, their 
endogenous nature, as a function of being based on the 
votes justices cast, makes them a particularly fine-tuned 
means to gauge the justices’ ideological proclivities. 
Second, their dynamic nature is capable of accounting for 
alterations in ideology that may occur over the length of 
a justice’s career. To measure whether a justice cast a 
counterattitudinal vote, I employ a coding rubric adapted 
from previous research (e.g., Bailey, Kamoie, and 
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Maltzman 2005; Johnson, Wahlbeck, and Spriggs 2006). 
If a justice cast a liberal vote, this is the justice’s Martin 
and Quinn score multiplied by +1. If a justice cast a con-
servative vote, this variable represents the justice’s 
Martin and Quinn ideal point estimate multiplied by –1. 
Because conservative justices have positive ideal point 
scores and liberal justices have negative ideal point 
scores, higher values on this variable indicate that a jus-
tice cast a vote discrepant from his or her ideology. For 
example, when conservative Justice Thomas cast a liberal 
vote during the 2000 term, this variable is scored 3.35. 
When Thomas cast a conservative vote during this term, 
this variable is scored –3.35. Accordingly, this variable 
captures not only whether a justice cast an ideologically 
incongruent vote but also the justice’s relative ideological 
distance from that vote.9 Thus, this variable is capable of 
modeling the expectation that dissonance will be most 
poignantly aroused for justices with extreme ideological 
preferences, which is consistent with the existing disso-
nance literature (e.g., Brehm 1960; Fleming and Rudman 
1993; Rathjen 1974; Whittaker 1964). In other words, 
compared to justices with moderate ideological prefer-
ences, justices with extreme ideological preferences should 
exhibit more dissonance. The expectation is that this 
counterattitudinal vote variable will be positively signed 
in the models that capture a justice’s decision to author or 
join a special or regular concurring opinion and nega-
tively signed in the models that capture a justice’s 
decision to author or join a dissenting opinion.

To capture other influences on a justice’s decision to 
author or join a separate opinion, I adopt a number of con-
trol variables from the extant literature (Collins 2008a; 
Hettinger, Lindquist, and Martinek 2006; Wahlbeck, 
Spriggs, and Maltzman 1999). Unless otherwise noted, 
the data composing these variables were obtained from 
the Spaeth (2002, 2003) databases. To account for the 
fact that a justice’s ideological compatibility with the 
majority opinion author shapes the decision to write or 
join a separate opinion, I include an ideological distance 
variable. This variable represents the absolute value of 
the distance between each justice’s Martin and Quinn 
(2002) ideal point estimate and that of the majority opin-
ion author. Because higher values reflect increased 
ideological distance, I expect this variable to be posi-
tively signed. To capture the possibility that the legal 
complexity of a case might influence the decision to 
author or join a separate opinion, I include a legal com-
plexity variable. This variable is based on a factor analysis 
of the number of legal provisions relevant to the case and 
the number of issues implicated in the dispute (Collins 
2008a; Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Maltzman 1999). I expect 
this variable to be positively signed, indicating that a jus-
tice will be more likely to write or join a separate opinion 
in a legally complex case.

Previous research also indicates that a justice is more 
likely to write or join a separate opinion in a case in 
which the majority formally alters precedent or declares 
a local, state, or federal law unconstitutional (Collins 
2008a; Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Maltzman 1999). To con-
trol for this, I include a legal salience variable, scored 1 
if the majority altered a precedent or declared a local, 
state, or federal law unconstitutional and 0 otherwise. I 
expect this variable to be positively signed. Just as the 
legal salience of a case might influence the decision to 
author or join a separate opinion, so too might the politi-
cal salience of a case (Collins 2008a; Wahlbeck, Spriggs, 
and Maltzman 1999). As such, I include a political salience 
variable, scored 1 if the case appeared on the front page 
of the New York Times on the day after the decision and 0 
otherwise, as compiled by Epstein and Segal (2000). The 
expectation is that this variable will be positively signed. 
Because the number of amicus curiae briefs filed in a 
case has the potential to confound the correct application 
of the law, while providing a justice with a foundation for 
a separate opinion (Collins 2008a), I include an amicus 
curiae briefs variable, which represents the number of 
amicus curiae briefs filed in the case (Collins 2008a; 
Kearney and Merrill 2000). I expect this variable to be 
positively signed.

Past research indicates that justices who are new to the 
bench are less likely to write or join separate opinions, as 
a function of acclimation issues dealing with time man-
agement and as a result of having policy preferences that 
are less well developed than their more senior colleagues 
(e.g., Hettinger, Lindquist, and Martinek 2006). To con-
trol for this, I include a freshman variable, scored 1 if a 
justice has served less than two full terms on the Court 
and 0 otherwise. The expectation is that this variable will 
be negatively signed. Just as freshman justices might be 
less likely to write or join separate opinions, chief jus-
tices might also refrain from this type of behavior to 
demonstrate norms of consensus (e.g., Collins 2008a; 
Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Maltzman 1999). To explore this 
possibility, I include a chief justice variable, scored 1 for 
all chief justices and 0 for associate justices. I expect this 
variable to be negatively signed.

The final control variable is intended to model time 
constraints that might influence the decision to write or 
join a separate opinion (Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Maltzman 
1999). In particular, I expect that, as the Supreme Court’s 
term nears its end, a justice will be less likely to write or 
join a separate opinion as function of end-of-term pres-
sures. While time constraints are expected to most heavily 
influence the decision to write a separate opinion, tempo-
ral constraints can also influence the decision to join a 
separate opinion since there are fewer separate opinions 
to join as the Court’s term approaches its end. To test this 
possibility, I include in the model an end of term variable 
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that captures the number of days between the date of oral 
argument and July 1, the traditional end of the Court’s 
term (e.g., Maltzman, Spriggs, and Wahlbeck 2000). The 
date of oral argument is used since the justices tradition-
ally meet in conference within a few days following oral 
argument to cast a preliminary, nonbinding vote that sets 
the opinion writing process in motion (Segal and Spaeth 
2002, 282). I expect this variable to be positively signed.10

Empirical Results
Table 1 reports the results from the multinomial logit 
model. The model performs quite well, correctly predict-
ing 69 percent of the justices’ choices with respect to 
authoring or joining separate opinions, for a percentage 
reduction in error of 37 percent (based on the t statistic). 
Because the magnitude of the parameter estimates of the 
multinomial logit model cannot be interpreted directly, 
Table 1 reports the marginal effects for all of the variables 
in the model that attain statistical significance at conven-
tional levels. The marginal effects were calculated altering 
the variables of interest from 0 to 1 for dichotomous vari-
ables and from the mean to one standard deviation above 
the mean for continuous and count variables, with all 
other variables held at their mean or modal values. While 
the marginal effects might appear somewhat small, it is 
important to keep in mind the relative infrequency with 
which the justices engage in separate opinion writing. In 
particular, justice observations corresponding to author-
ing special concurring opinions account for 3.5 percent of 
observations, while 2.1 percent of observations involve 
joining special concurring opinions, 3.0 percent relate to 
authoring regular concurring opinions, 1.0 percent involve 
joining regular concurring opinions, 10.6 percent relate to 
writing dissenting opinions, and 10.7 percent involving 
joining dissenting opinions. Given this, the marginal 
effects of many of the variables can appropriately be 
viewed as relatively strong predictors of the decision to 
author or join a separate opinion (e.g., Collins 2008a, 161; 
Hettinger, Lindquist, and Martinek 2006, 65-66).

The central variable of interest, counterattitudinal 
vote, captures whether a justice is more or less likely to 
write or join a separate opinion when casting an ideologi-
cally incongruent vote, as compared to joining the majority 
opinion. As Table 1 makes clear, the hypotheses find 
somewhat mixed support, corroborating expectations with 
regard to special concurring opinions and dissenting opin-
ions but not regular concurring opinions. As predicted, a 
justice is more likely to author or join a special concur-
ring opinion when casting a counterattitudinal vote. A 
one standard deviation increase in the counterattitudinal vote 
variable corresponds to a 0.9 percent increase in the proba-
bility of observing a justice author a special concurring 

opinion and a 0.7 percent increase in the likelihood that a 
justice will join a special concurring opinion. To illus-
trate, consider two justices during the 1995 term: Justice 
Kennedy, a moderate conservative, and Justice Thomas, a 
strong conservative. Compared to a case in which Ken-
nedy cast a conservative vote, if Kennedy cast a liberal 
vote, the chances of observing him author a special con-
curring opinion increase by 0.5 percent, while the 
probability of observing Kennedy join a special concur-
ring opinion increases by 0.4 percent, relative to joining 
the majority opinion. This effect is more pronounced for 
Justice Thomas. When Thomas cast a liberal vote, the 
chances of observing him author a special concurring 
opinion increase by 2.7 percent and the probability of 
observing Thomas join a special concurring opinion 
increases by 2.2 percent, relative to joining the majority 
opinion.

However, contrary to my expectations, a justice is no 
more or less likely to author or join a regular concurring 
opinion when casting an attitudinally incongruent vote, 
as compared to joining the majority. This suggests that, as 
tested here, the justices are likely to use special concur-
ring opinions as dissonance reduction mechanisms but 
not regular concurring opinions. Also consistent with my 
hypothesis, a justice is less likely to author or join a dis-
senting opinion when casting a counterattitudinal vote. A 
one standard deviation increase in the counterattitudinal 
vote variable corresponds to a 2.2 percent decrease in the 
probability of observing a justice author a dissenting 
opinion and a 2.8 percent decrease in the likelihood that a 
justice will join a dissent authored by another justice. 
Turning again to Kennedy and Thomas for illustrative 
purposes, compared to a case in which Kennedy cast a 
conservative vote, when Kennedy casts a liberal vote, he 
is 1.5 percent less likely to author a dissenting opinion 
and 1.4 percent less likely to join a dissenting opinion. 
When Thomas casts a liberal vote, his chances of writing 
a dissenting opinion decrease by 8.9 percent, while the 
probability of joining a dissenting opinion decreases by 
8.8 percent.

Three significant points emerge from the findings 
relating to the use of separate opinions as dissonance 
reduction mechanisms. First, the use of separate opinions 
as dissonance reduction mechanisms is particularly appli-
cable to ideologically extreme justices (also see Rathjen 
1974). That is, justices with extreme ideological prefer-
ences are more likely to author and join special concurring 
opinions when casting ideologically incongruent votes as 
compared to justices with more moderate policy prefer-
ences. This corroborates extant psychological research 
indicating that dissonance is most poignantly aroused for 
individuals who hold extreme opinions and that, as such, 
those individuals are more likely to employ dissonance 
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reduction mechanisms (e.g., Brehm 1960; Fleming and 
Rudman 1993; Whittaker 1964).

Second, it is apparent that, as relating to the use of special 
concurring opinions as dissonance reduction mechanisms, 
justices are somewhat more likely to author, as opposed to 
join, a special concurrence. This is evidenced by the fact 
that the marginal effect of authoring special concurring 
opinions is slightly larger than that effect relating to join-
ing special concurring opinions, as revealed in Table 1 and 
in the above example of Justices Kennedy and Thomas.

Third, the results reveal that there is an element of 
strategy that relates to the decision to write or join a 
separate opinion. It is apparent that justices have dual 
motivations to engage in writing or joining special con-
curring opinions. First, it allows them to address their 
counterattitudinal votes, potentially reducing the public 
perception of being viewed as inconsistent decision 
makers. Second, it allows them to present an alternative 
logic for the majority’s disposition of the case, potentially 
weakening the strength of the precedent set by the major-
ity. The role of strategy is even more apparent in the 
decision to write or join a dissenting opinion vis-à-vis 
joining the majority when casting a counterattitudinal 
vote. The results reveal that, when a justice casts an ideo-
logically discrepant vote, that justice is more likely to do 
so for the purpose of joining the majority opinion than for 
the purposes of authoring or joining a dissenting opinion, 
suggesting that the desire to more completely shape the 
majority opinion might motivate the counterattitudinal 
vote choice. In so doing, a justice is able to more fully 
bargain over the content of the majority opinion as a 
result of being a member of the majority coalition, poten-
tially bringing the majority opinion closer to the justice’s 
legal and policy preferences (e.g., Maltzman, Spriggs, 
and Wahlbeck 2000; Murphy 1964). While a justice can 
still be viewed as an inconsistent decision maker in this 
circumstance as a function of casting a counterattitudinal 
vote, this aversive consequence might be mitigated by the 
opportunity to bargain over the content of the majority 
opinion, which may result in a more palatable opinion for 
the justice than might otherwise occur without the jus-
tice’s input. In other words, it appears that the justices are 
willing to accept the aversive consequences that accom-
pany counterattitudinal behavior in exchange for the 
opportunity to mold the legal and policy content of the 
majority opinion.

When we examine the control variables, we see that 
Table 1 generally supports the influence of all of the more 
well-established variables as they relate to the decision to 
author or join a separate opinion. As expected, a justice’s 
ideological proximity to the majority opinion author 
plays a clear role in the decision to author or join a sepa-
rate opinion. Thus, although the attitudinal model is 

primarily an explanation for a justice’s votes on the merits 
(Segal and Spaeth 2002, 96), it is evident that it offers a 
good deal of leverage over a justice’s decision to author 
or join a separate opinion. In fact, the marginal effects of 
the ideological distance variable indicate that a justice’s 
ideological proximity to the majority opinion author exerts 
a slightly stronger influence on a justice’s decision to join 
a special concurring opinion or dissent than does the 
counterattitudinal vote variable. In addition, the results 
reveal that a justice is more likely to join a special concur-
ring opinion and author a regular concurring or dissenting 
opinion in legally complex cases. The salience of a case, in 
terms of both its legal and political importance, also 
motivates the decision to author or join a separate opin-
ion. In particular, a justice is more likely to author or join 
a regular concurring, special concurring, and dissenting 
opinion in a politically salient case, although the influ-
ence of the legal salience of the case applies only to 
authoring separate opinions and joining concurring opin-
ions. The number of amicus curiae briefs also increases 
the chances of observing a justice write or join a special 
concurring and dissenting opinion as well as author a regu-
lar concurring opinion. Table 1 also reveals that a justice’s 
position on the Court shapes the decision to author or join 
a separate opinion. That is, freshman justices are less 
likely to author special concurring and dissenting opin-
ions as well as join dissenting opinions. However, freshman 
justices are more likely to join regular concurring opinions 
than their more senior colleagues. The results also support 
the contention that chief justices refrain from authoring 
separate opinions and joining dissents, in their attempts 
to restore norms of unanimity to the Court, presumably 
leading by example. Finally, the model reveals that, as 
the Supreme Court approaches the traditional end of its 
term, a justice is less likely to author a special concurring, 
regular concurring, and dissenting opinion as well as join 
a regular concurring opinion.

Conclusions
This study advances our understanding of judicial deci-
sion making by examining the social psychological 
concept of cognitive dissonance as an explanation for 
the occurrence of separate opinions in the U.S. Supreme 
Court. More specifically, this research makes a number 
of significant contributions. First, and most importantly, 
in investigating the application of cognitive dissonance 
as an explanation for a justice’s decision to author or join 
a separate opinion, I have demonstrated the utility of 
adopting psychological theories to explain legal decision 
making. In so doing, I have presented a novel explanation 
for separate opinions that moves beyond extant perspec-
tives of judicial choice. Since dissonance combines both 
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cognitive and motivational elements into a coherent 
whole, it offers substantial insight into the mental pro-
cesses that underlie judicial decision making. Furthermore, 
while the test of cognitive dissonance theory was some-
what narrowly employed here, its broad nature provides 
for myriad applications (addressed below). Accordingly, 
the primary benefaction of this research lies in its theo-
retical contribution. Because social science, like all of 
science, is incremental, this research should be viewed as 
a starting point for the analysis of dissonance as an expla-
nation for judicial (and political) choice rather than the 
final word on the subject matter.

Second, this study contributes to our understanding of 
the appearance of separate opinions on the Supreme 
Court. While the results do not support all of my theoreti-
cal expectations with respect to the use of separate 
opinions as dissonance reduction mechanisms, it is clear 
that dissonance theory is capable of offering partial lever-
age over the decision to write or join a special concurring 
opinion. Furthermore, though this research indicates that 
a variety of factors shape a justice’s decision to author or 
join a special concurring opinion, the empirical results 
demonstrate that dissonance theory offers substantial pur-
chase over this decision. Attesting to this, the marginal 
effect of the counterattitudinal vote variable is slightly 
stronger than the variable that measures a justice’s ideo-
logical distance from the majority opinion author as it 
relates to authoring special concurring opinions.

Third, the empirical findings, demonstrating that the 
justices are more likely to author and join special concur-
ring opinions to justify their discrepant voting behavior, 
are indicative that the justices are cognizant of the utility 
of being viewed as consistent decision makers. As Col-
lins (2008b) notes, consistent decision making on the 
Supreme Court provides several normative benefits, such 
as enabling litigants to make efficient litigation decisions, 
maximizing the ability of lower court judges to avoid 
making costly and reversible errors, and enhancing public 
confidence in the Court. One way in which stability can 
be achieved is through ideologically driven decision 
making (Collins 2008b, 870). This research speaks to this 
point in that it illustrates that when the justices cast coun-
terattitudinal votes, dissonance is potentially aroused and 
the justices are motivated to reduce the aversive conse-
quences of being viewed as inconsistent decision makers 
through special concurring opinions. As such, this article 
is capable of addressing the age-old law versus ideology 
debate. That is, if the justices attach special significance 
to the perception that they decide cases on the basis of the 
law as opposed to their policy preferences, counterattitu-
dinal votes would be a good thing, illustrating to the 
public that the justices dispose of cases without regard to 
their ideologies. If this perspective were supported by the 

data, there would be little to no reason for the justices to 
author or join special concurring opinions when casting 
counterattitudinal votes as such opinions can both under-
mine the credibility of the Court as an institution and 
create uncertainty with respect to the correct application of 
the law for lower courts and litigants. That the justices are 
motivated to author and join special concurring opinions 
to justify counterattitudinal votes evinces that, consciously 
or not, the justices recognize the importance of appearing 
to be consistent decision makers, even when that consis-
tency is motivated by their ideological preferences.

Fourth, this research provides some corroboration that 
Supreme Court justices genuinely care about the manner 
in which the public holds them in esteem, thus providing 
support for Baum’s (2006) perspective on the role of 
audiences in shaping judicial behavior. More specifically, 
the results indicate that the justices desire to avoid being 
viewed as inconsistent decision makers by the public and 
take steps to reduce or altogether eliminate negative public 
impressions of the inconsistency on the bench through 
authoring and joining special concurring opinions. While 
the evidence brought to bear here is only indirect in that 
it is incapable of establishing whether the motivation to 
avoid being viewed as inconsistent stems from internal or 
external influences, the dissonance literature, coupled 
with Baum’s persuasive treatise on the role of audiences, 
is suggestive that the incentive to appear consistent is pri-
marily motivated by concerns for the justices’ external 
audiences.

Finally, this research is significant in that it contrib-
utes to both the social psychological and the political 
science literatures. With regard to social psychology, this 
analysis provides evidence that dissonance theory is 
applicable beyond the laboratory setting and is relevant to 
explain the actions of elite decision makers. With regard 
to political science, this study demonstrates the utility of 
incorporating interdisciplinary approaches to understand 
political phenomena, which has the potential to provide a 
more thorough understanding of the choices legal and 
political actors make.

Inasmuch as this research is intended to serve as a 
starting point for the examination of the application of 
dissonance theory to explain legal choice, it is important 
to note that it is limited in a number of ways. In reviewing 
these limitations, I hope to motivate other scholars to 
pick up where I have left off. Most obviously, this 
research is restricted in that it examines only a single 
method of dissonance reduction: the separate opinion. To 
be sure, there is a wide range of dissonance reduction mech-
anisms available to individuals. At the Supreme Court, the 
most obvious public dissonance reduction mechanisms, 
aside from separate opinions, include authoring law review 
articles, public speaking, giving media interviews, and 
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writing majority opinions. For example, Justice Stevens 
made remarks at a 2005 meeting of the Clark County Bar 
Association attesting to the fact that he cast counterattitu-
dinal votes in two very prominent cases decided that 
year: Gonzales v. Raich (2005) and Kelo v. City of New 
London (2005). In his speech, Stevens justified his coun-
terattitudinal actions on the grounds that the law compelled 
him to vote the way he did (Greenhouse 2005).11 Simi-
larly, after Justice Rehnquist voted to overrule the majority 
opinion he authored in US v. Jenkins (1975), he wrote the 
majority opinion in the precedent-overruling case US v. 
Scott (1978), justifying his inconsistent vote choice on the 
grounds that his previous position was at odds with his 
current understanding of the Double Jeopardy Clause 
(e.g., 437 U.S. 82, at 87).12 As these examples make clear, 
there are a wide variety of dissonance reduction mecha-
nisms available to Supreme Court justices to justify their 
inconsistencies. Insofar as a theoretical construct can be 
judged by its applicability to a broad range of actions, it is 
apparent that dissonance theory is quite powerful.

A more specific limitation of this research lies in the fact 
that the justices have multiple motivations for authoring 
separate opinions when casting counterattitudinal votes. 
This is most evident in the empirical results demonstrating 
that justices are more likely to cast counterattitudinal votes 
for the purposes of joining the majority as opposed to dis-
senting with the minority. Because justices in the majority 
more fully bargain over the legal doctrine contained in the 
majority opinion as compared to justices in the minority 
(e.g., Maltzman, Spriggs, and Wahlbeck 2000; Murphy 
1964; Scalia 1994), this suggests that there are strategic 
elements that shape the decision to cast an ideologically 
incongruent vote. Accordingly, parsing out the strategic 
and psychological motivations for authoring or joining 
separate opinions when casting counterattitudinal votes 
will surely contribute to our knowledge of the cognitive 
and motivational process relating to these decisions.

Finally, this research is limited in that it focuses only 
on the U.S. Supreme Court. As thousands of articles from 
a multitude of disciplinary perspectives have demon-
strated, dissonance theory has broad applicability to 
explain behavior in a wide range of contexts. While this 
research has its most obvious application to the study of 
judicial decision making on other courts, it also has the 
potential to inform the study of other legal and political 
actors. For example, politicians on the campaign trail are 
routinely criticized by the media and public for changing 
their positions on salient issues, often manifested in the 
label flip-flopper. Clearly, these elected officials have 
substantial motivations for addressing their inconsistent 
behavior; dissonance theory holds the promise of offer-
ing leverage over their choices with regard to the need to 
justify such inconsistencies. As such, this research rein-
forces the importance of incorporating psychological 

elements into our understanding of political behavior. For 
far too long, students of politics have tended to ignore the 
powerful explanatory capabilities of cognitive disso-
nance theory. My hope is that the current research will 
serve as a stimulus to remedy this state of affairs.

Author’s Note

Earlier versions of this article were presented at the 2008 annual 
meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association and at the 
University of Texas Law School’s 2009 Workshop on Law, 
Economics, and Politics. Naturally, any remaining errors in fact 
or judgment remain my own.
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Notes

 1. For example, in Bush v. Gore (2000), Chief Justice Rehnquist 
broke from his usually strong support for states’ rights in 
rejecting the Florida Supreme Court’s interpretation of state 
election law (e.g., Solimine 2002). In justifying this action 
to the public through a concurring opinion, Rehnquist wrote,

 In most cases, comity and respect for federalism compel 
us to defer to the decisions of state courts on issues of 
state law. That practice reflects our understanding that the 
decisions of state courts are definitive pronouncements of 
the will of the States as sovereigns. . . . But there are a 
few exceptional cases in which the Constitution imposes a 
duty or confers a power on a particular branch of a State’s 
government. This is one of them. (112, citations omitted)

 2. Furthermore, given the inherent uncertainty of the law, in that 
multiple precedents often dictate divergent outcomes (e.g., 
Segal and Spaeth 2002, 77), it is not entirely evident how defer-
ence to precedent manifests itself on a case-by-case basis (cf. 
Richards and Kritzer 2002). While there are no enforcement 
mechanisms capable of inducing behavior on the U.S. Supreme 
Court, such mechanisms do exist in foreign judiciaries. For 
example, Helmke (2002, 292) demonstrates that, in develop-
ing countries, judges face severe consequences for rendering 
decisions that are unpopular with the government, including 
“criminal indictment, physical violence, and even death.”
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 3. To be clear, I am not suggesting that cognitive dissonance is an 
explanation for the historical development of separate opinions. 
Rather, my position is that authoring or joining separate opin-
ions is a familiar method of dissonance reduction on the Court.

 4. For example, in Johnson v. Louisiana (1972), a case involv-
ing the constitutionality of supermajority jury verdicts in 
noncapital criminal trials, Justice Blackmun joined the 
majority in upholding the use of the verdicts, despite his own 
preference against the supermajority system. Illuminating 
the psychological tension that accompanied his vote choice, 
Blackmun authored a concurring opinion noting that, while 
the supermajority system is not constitutionally offensive, it 
is unwise from a public policy standpoint: “Were I a legisla-
tor, I would disfavor it as a matter of policy. Our task here, 
however, is not to pursue and strike down what happens to 
impress us as undesirable legislative policy” (366).

 5. While members of the Court’s minority do have the opportu-
nity to bargain over the content of the majority opinion, they 
have less control over the majority opinion as a result of not 
being members of the majority winning coalition. For example, 
Maltzman, Spriggs, and Wahlbeck (2000, 71) found that jus-
tices in the minority rarely make substantive recommendations 
to the majority opinion author, while members of the major-
ity do so with great frequency. In interpreting this finding, they 
concluded that “minority coalition justices are far removed 
from the position of the majority and thus have little incentive 
to try to modify its legal reasoning” (also see Scalia 1994, 41).

 6. It is not clear from the dissonance or judicial literatures whether 
a justice will be more or less likely to write, as opposed to 
join, a separate opinion when casting a counterattitudinal vote. 
On one hand, by authoring a separate opinion, a justice has 
more control over the content of that separate opinion than by 
joining a separate opinion authored by another justice. On the 
other hand, since these behaviors are functionally equivalent, 
in that both authoring and joining a separate opinion provide 
for the opportunity to justify counterattitudinal behavior, it is 
not clear whether the level of control over the separate opin-
ion is meaningful, particularly given that justices may bar-
gain over the content of the separate opinion (e.g., Maltzman, 
Spriggs, and Wahlbeck 2000; Murphy 1964). For example, 
Justice Scalia (1994, 42) notes, “Even if [the justices] do not 
personally write the majority or the dissent [inclusive of con-
curring opinions], their name will be subscribed to the one 
view or the other.” Ultimately, then, this is an empirical ques-
tion. I address this in the statistical model that follows by pars-
ing out authoring and joining separate opinions.

 7. As Justice Scalia (1994, 42) notes, “Unlike majority opin-
ions, [dissenting opinions] need not be read after the date 
of their issuance. They will not be cited, and will not be 
remembered, unless some quality of thought or of expres-
sion commends them to later generations.”

 8. Votes were selected using the orally argued case citation as 
the unit of analysis. Majority opinion authors are excluded 
since they do not have the option of writing or joining a 

separate opinion. As such, their inclusion in the analysis 
would introduce bias into the model (e.g., Collins 2008a, 
153; Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Maltzman 1999, 509). Because 
one might argue that dissonance theory is inapplicable to 
justices in the Court’s minority, the online appendix (avail-
able at http://prq.sagepub.com/supplemental/) reports the 
results of an alternative model specification that excludes 
justices voting with the Court’s minority, the results of 
which are consistent with those reported in Table 1.

 9. Johnson, Wahlbeck, and Spriggs (2006) utilized a commen-
surate measure to capture a justice’s ideological compatibility 
with the appellant party, while Bailey, Kamoie, and Maltzman 
(2005) used a consonant technique to account for the Solicitor 
General’s ideological compatibility with a justice based on the 
ideological direction of the position advocated by the Solici-
tor General. The underlying logic in these approaches is akin 
to that developed here: both Johnson, Wahlbeck, and Spriggs 
(2006) and Bailey, Kamoie, and Maltzman (2005) sought to 
determine whether a particular ideological position (i.e., con-
servative or liberal) meshed with the ideology of a justice. 
Here, I am utilizing a similar measure to determine whether a 
particular ideological vote choice (i.e., conservative or liberal) 
is consistent with a justice’s ideology. The results of an alterna-
tive operationalization of the counterattitudinal vote variable, 
corroborating the findings presented here, are reported in the 
online appendix at http://prq.sagepub.com/supplemental/.

10. I also included a variable in the model to capture each jus-
tice’s past level of cooperation with the majority opinion 
author, operationalized in the manner described in Wahlbeck, 
Spriggs, and Maltzman (1999, 500). However, because this 
variable is correlated with the ideological distance variable 
at the .98 level, it was excluded from the model. Pearson’s 
correlation tests reveal that the remaining variables in the 
model exhibit minimal evidence of multicollinearity: the 
highest correlations relate to the amicus curiae briefs and 
political salience variables (r = .28) and the ideological dis-
tance and counterattitudinal vote variables (r = .19).

11. In stating that the law compelled Stevens to vote with the 
majority in Kelo and Raich, it can be inferred that Stevens 
utilized the law as a distancing mechanism in an attempt 
to remove a certain level of personal responsibility for his 
counterattitudinal vote (e.g., Fleming and Darley 1989; 
Fleming and Rudman 1993). Clearly, the use of law as a dis-
tancing mechanism has a great deal of potential to explain 
judicial decision making in that the justices regularly refer to 
the law as a constraint on their decision making.

12. While Rehnquist’s opinion indicates that his attitude on the 
Double Jeopardy Clause shifted over time, from a public 
standpoint his vote choice in the two cases was inconsistent in 
that he voted to overrule a precedent that he not only assisted 
in establishing but also authored. This suggests that an exam-
ination of the justices’ voting behavior in precedent-setting 
cases and cases that challenge those precedents (e.g., Spaeth 
and Segal 1999), as well as the language used in opinions to 
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justify that behavior, might prove particularly valuable as it 
relates to the use of opinion authorship, including majority 
opinion authorship, as a dissonance reduction mechanism.
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